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WISA Landscape Statistics: Point summary of the GIS Inputs & Reporting Procedures 

1) Forest cover data. 
Three sources were used: 
a) 2008 version of the Ministry of Forests forest cover (from LRDW site) 
   Covering nine letterblocks (e.g. 82F, 82G, ...) 
b) TFL 59 forest cover 
c) TFL 8 forest cover. 

All these came in different formats and/or database structures.  They were compiled to one GIS 
layer (Arc cover), and all the disparate databases were standardized to a common structure. 

2) Updates to the forest cover. 
   RESULTS data for the whole of the Southern Interior Forest Region was 

   obtained.  Three reports were used: 
a) DISTURBANCE report - openings and disturbances, 
b) FOREST COVER - contains status (IMM, NSR, etc) as well as other info 
c) FOREST COVER LAYER SPECIES report - contains layers (inventory, silv) 
   and species, age, ht info for the layers 

  Two ESRI shapefiles came with the RESULTS data. 

    Much of the information is a many-to-many relationship, or many-to-one 
relationship   that doesn't provide a simple "label" for each RESULTs 
polygon. 

  The RESULTS data was examined and rules were adopted to assign labels (spp, age, ht, etc) to 
each opening, or polygon.  
  Example: "largest strata is used to assign a label to a polygon with multiple strata". 

3) WISA point data and WISA buffer resultants. 
 WISA data was examined, brought to a common format (e.g. common, unique identifiers 
assigned) and duplicates identified. 

 Each WISA point was buffered, the buffer assigned a unique identifier linking it to the unique 
point, and then each buffer (polygon) was intersected with every other point buffers (polygons) so 
that any buffer, or overlapping buffer intersection could be traced back to the WISA point (or 
WISA points). 

 Buffers were: 225m, 400m, and 800m 

 The (interim) result was a polygon cover of intersecting buffers, one cover for each of the 3 buffer 
distances. 

4) [Forest cover] X [WISA point buffer] x [RESULTS polygons] overlay. 
Each of the three point buffer resultants was then intersected with the forest cover, and with the 
RESULTS polygon, and with the forest cover to provide the master resultant files (3 files, one for 
each buffer distance). 

5) Programs (FOXPRO) and queries (MS Access) were written to extract the required statistics, 
such as the number of, and identifiers of all WISA point buffers that overlapped, or that were 
within a cutblock opening, etc. 
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